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Abstract—Multiview applications endow final users with the
possibility to freely navigate within 3D scenes with minimum-
delay. A real feeling of scene navigation is enabled by transmitting
multiple high-quality camera views, which can be used to
synthesize additional virtual views to offer a smooth navigation.
However, when network resources are limited, not all camera
views can be sent at high quality. It is therefore important, yet
challenging, to find the right tradeoff between coding artifacts
(reducing the quality of camera views) and virtual synthesis
artifacts (reducing the number of camera views sent to users). To
this aim, we propose an optimal transmission strategy for inter-
active multiview HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS). We propose
a problem formulation to select the optimal set of camera views
that the client requests for downloading, such that the navigation
quality experienced by the user is optimized while the bandwidth
constraints are satisfied. We show that our optimization problem
is NP-hard, and we therefore develop an optimal solution based
on the dynamic programming algorithm with polynomial time
complexity. To further simplify the deployment, we present a sub-
optimal greedy algorithm with effective performance and lower
complexity. The proposed controller is evaluated in theoretical
and realistic settings characterized by realistic network statistics
estimation, buffer management and server-side representation
optimization. Simulation results show significant improvement in
terms of navigation quality compared with alternative baseline
multiview adaptation logic solutions.

Index Terms—HAS, adaptation logic, multiview navigation,
content characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH recent advances in interactive and immersive
video technologies, multiview (MV) and 360-degree

videos [1] applications are gaining ever-increasing populari-
ty, e.g., virtual reality (Microsoft HoloLens [2] and Oculus
Rift [3]). Their advent has enabled users with the ability to
freely navigate within a 3D scene via images captured from
multiple cameras. In the case of MV, this is possible due
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to the free-viewpoint technology, where a virtual viewpoint
can be synthesized at the decoder via depth-image-based
rendering (DIBR) [4] using both the texture and the depth
maps of camera views, namely anchor views. The quality of
the synthesized viewpoints generally increases with both the
quality of the anchor views and the similarity or proximity
between the anchor views and the synthesized views. High-
quality rendering of the scene is thus expected to require
multiple high-quality camera views, which is however not
always feasible with limited network resources. It therefore
becomes essential to properly select the camera views to
transmit to users.

HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS), the defacto technology for
video streaming over the Internet, provides an ideal framework
to address this challenge. The key concept underpinning HAS
is to pre-encode each video at different encoding bitrates
and/or resolutions (i.e., representations) and store them at the
main server. Each client then selects the best representation
to download over time based on his requirements, network
bandwidth, playback buffer level, etc [5]. This downloading
optimization is called adaptation logic. How to properly per-
form this optimization is a very challenging task and it has
been under intense research lately. Most of research efforts
to date have however focused on classical video streaming
applications, while a few works have studied the adaptation
logic for HAS-based MV streaming. The works in [6]–[8], for
example, have taken into account the importance of seamless
view switching upon request in MV adaptive streaming. In
particular, Hamza and Hefeeda [8] have highlighted that each
component of anchor views contributes differently to the qual-
ity of the synthesized view in their free viewpoint streaming
optimization. However, the limitation of these works is that the
scene characteristics are neglected, which are definitely critical
to determine the best tradeoff between coding and virtual view
artifacts.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel optimization
of adaptation logic for MV interactive users with proper
consideration of video characteristics and user interactivity. In
more details, we consider the scenario of MV video sequences
stored at the main server of the service provider (e.g., Netflix,
YouTube). Each view corresponds to a sequence of texture im-
ages and depth maps captured by a given camera. Each view is
pre-encoded into different representations. Each representation
is then decomposed into temporal video segments (usually
2s long) and stored at the server. Then the client requests
the best set of representations for the current video segment
based on both its level of interactivity and the available
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bandwidth. Given that the client is interested in a specific
navigation window (range of consecutive virtual views that
can be displayed by the client), the best set of representations
is defined as the one that permits to effectively reconstruct the
entire navigation window at the highest quality, subject to the
channel constraints. To achieve this goal, we provide a new
problem formulation to jointly optimize the subset of camera
views and their encoded video bitrates that should be requested
by the client, among the ones available at the server. The pro-
posed optimization leads to an optimal solution that takes into
account both coding and virtual synthesis artifacts that affect
the navigation quality. We show that our optimization problem
is NP-hard [9], and we propose an optimal solution based
on dynamic programming (DP) algorithm with polynomial
time complexity. To further reduce computational complexity,
a suboptimal greedy algorithm is also proposed. We compare
the adaptation logic strategy with baseline algorithms from the
literature. Simulation results show substantial gains in terms
of navigation quality under different streaming scenarios. This
means that the proposed optimization framework is able to find
the right combination of representations that exploits at best
the available resources for the considered client. This reflects
into a better usage of the available network resources and into
higher satisfaction of the final users.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are the follow-
ing:
(i) We formulate a novel navigation-aware representation

selection problem to jointly optimize the set of camera
views and their encoded video bitrates for MV adaptive
streaming, where the view-switching delay is minimized
by considering a navigation window for the users.

(ii) We develop an optimal solution based on DP algorith-
m with polynomial time complexity. We then propose
a suboptimal greedy algorithm in order to reduce the
computational complexity of the representation selection
algorithm in more realistic systems.

(iii) We provide extensive simulations under different stream-
ing scenarios and show the gains (in terms of naviga-
tion quality) of the proposed algorithm with respect to
baseline adaptation logics. Realistic network throughput
estimation, buffer control and server-side representation
optimization are incorporated in the realistic settings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are reviewed in Section II. In Section III, we formulate
the MV representation selection optimization problem. Our
optimal and approximate solutions are described in Section
IV. Adaptive streaming framework and simulation results are
provided in Section V and Section VI, respectively. Finally,
the concluding remarks are given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the literature, most of the research efforts on HTTP
adaptive streaming have focused on monoview videos [10]–
[13], while we directly consider the MV/interactive scenar-
ios. The main difference is that the quality experienced by
interactive MV users is highly dependent on particular factors
like view synthesis artifacts and switching delays. Optimal

coding structure [14]–[16] or resource allocation [17]–[19] for
MV and 360-degree videos have been proposed to improve
interactive media services in the case of resource-constrained
networks. However, they are not carried out on HAS systems.
HAS-related MV streaming has been studied from a provider
perspective aiming at how to efficiently encode and stream the
camera views corresponding to the users’ viewpoint [6], [20],
and how to optimize the representations to store at the server
[21], [22]. All these works however are under a simplified
assumptions on the client control strategy. Our work is rather
complementary to [21] since we focus on optimizing the
adaptation logic strategy at the client side. In the following,
we only provide the advances that are mostly related to our
work and we comment on the recent ones in HAS systems,
with a deep focus on MV systems.

Zhang et al. [23] propose a priority-based adaptive scheme
for HAS-based MV streaming, in case that video streams of
different scenes (views) are simultaneously transmitted over
the bandwidth-constrained network by the server. The encoded
quality bitrate is scheduled according to the priority of each
view that the client requests. Rather than viewing concurrent
streams, the problem of switching from stream to stream is
addressed in [24]. A prefetching policy is a key component in
which cameras and associated bitrates are adapted based on
the steam switching probabilities and the current bandwidth
constraints. However, neither of them considers to make up
the current viewpoint from multiple parallel streams. In [7],
the delay between the view-switching request and the target-
view rendering is minimized by employing a buffer occupancy
control, parallel streaming, and a server push policy. The above
works, however, do not consider the depth information to best
support view synthesis.

With the idea of transmitting depth information to aid the
generation of virtual views, few related works in the literature
have focused on HAS systems for MV streaming [8], [25]–
[29]. In [25], the authors introduced a DASH-based multi-
modal 3D video streaming system referred to as OmniViewer,
which allows the client to view the 3D video from arbitrary
sides. However, they focus on the system architecture overview
and do not propose any optimization for rate adaptation. In
[26], a DASH-based system for stereoscopic 3D videos is
presented, but mainly focuses on automatic depth adjustments
by taking into account both the content and the display type.
A cloud-assisted and DASH-based interactive MV system
is proposed in [27], where virtual views to be rendered at
either the server or the client based on network conditions
and the cost of the cloud-based server. However, they ignore
the interaction latency, which nevertheless becomes a crucial
element in delay sensitive applications. With free viewpoint
video streaming, the work in [28] designs a rate adaptation
architecture for texture and depth components using the rate-
distortion (R-D) based allocation to maximize the quality of
rendered virtual views. Similar to their systems, in our work
we target on multi-view-plus-depth videos while virtual views
are rendered via DIBR. Unlike their systems, however, we
consider a navigation window to minimize the view-switching
delay, rather than a single viewpoint with adaptive bitrate.

The most closely related to our work are two adaptation
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TABLE I
MAIN NOTATIONS

Symbol Definition

V, v ∈ V set of camera views and specific camera
view v, respectively

R, r ∈ R
set of encoding bitrates and specific bitrate
r that camera views encoded at, respective-
ly

U , u ∈ U set of viewpoints and displayed viewpoint
u, respectively

N , n ∈ N set of video segments and specific video
segment n, respectively

w(u) = [UL, UR]
navigation window centered in u ∈ U with
lateral viewpoints UL and UR

∆
minimum space between two adjacen-
t viewpoints

τ video segment duration
L set of representations stored at the server

Ld ⊆ L set of representations at the decoder

D(Ld, w)
distortion experienced by a user navigating
in the window w

du(vi, ri, vj , rj)
distortion of viewpoint u synthesized from
the representations (vi, ri, vj , rj)

C downloading bandwidth constraint

logics proposed in [29] and [8]. In [29], the client adjusts the
downloading bitrate by varying the number of anchor views
but under the constraint of equal encoded video bitrate for
all camera views. Equal bitrate across views is a limiting
constraint in multiview systems [18], [30]. Moreover, in their
adaptive MV streaming system, multiple views are jointly
encoded with the 3D video extension of HEVC (3D-HEVC),
which does not offer much flexibility in term of both view and
rate adaptation. A two-step rate adaptation approach for free-
viewpoint video streaming is further proposed in [8], where
the reference views are chosen and then the optimal bitrate
for each selected view is determined. While this non-joint
optimization neglects the scene characteristics, which does not
provide the complete and optimal solution for interactive MV
streaming. We rather propose to optimize jointly the reference
views and the encoding bitrates, which permits to find better
tradeoff and to reach significantly higher performance in most
settings by carefully considering the video content characteris-
tics, the user behavior and the network availability altogether.

A theoretical formulation for the representation selection
optimization has been studied in [31]. This paper is a nontrivial
extension, with three important differences: 1) Unlike [31]
where heterogeneous users are characterized by a theoretical
model, we explicitly perform the deployment of the proposed
solution in realistic scenarios with realistic network statistics
as well as playback buffer integrated. Furthermore, the server-
side representation optimization is employed, where the stor-
age cost as well as different types of users in terms of access
link capacity and interactivity level are considered. 2) In order
to reduce the computational complexity of the representation
selection algorithm in realistic settings, we further develop
a suboptimal greedy solution with effective performance by
fully taking into account video characteristics. 3) We finally
show the significant gains with respect to state-of-the-art works
in reality, e.g., the activation of joint coding process in [29],
rather than a modified version in [31].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we describe first the system model for
on-demand MV adaptive streaming. Then, we define the
distortion experienced by a client while navigating through
the scene. Finally, we formulate the optimization problem for
the MV representation selection at the client. Fig. 1 presents an
overview of our problem formulation framework, while Table
I summarizes the main notations used in the following.

A. System model

We consider the MV-based adaptive streaming system de-
picted in Fig. 2. Let V = {1, 2, 3, · · · , |V|} be the set
of camera views acquiring the scene. Each view acquires
both texture images and depth maps. Each texture image is
pre-encoded into different representations. Without loss of
generality, we consider one spatial resolution and multiple
encoding bitrates for each multiview video sequence. Let R
be the set of encoding bitrates for each camera view, and

L = {(vi, ri)}i,with vi ∈ V, ri ∈ R (1)

be the set of multiview video representations stored at the
main server and made available to clients1. Each i of L is a
complete representation set for a given camera view vi, see
part A in Fig. 1. The pair (vi, ri) identifies a representation that
the video captured at camera view vi, whose texture map is en-
coded at bitrate ri. Since accurate depth information has high
importance for the consistency in view synthesis yet relatively
low encoding bitrate cost, depth maps are encoded once but
at high quality. A constant encoding bitrate is therefore added
to that of texture images. The resulting representations L are
divided into video segments with equal playback duration τ
(typically 2s long), which are stored at the main server.

At the client side, the set of viewpoints that can be
potentially displayed is denoted by U = {1, 1 + ∆, 1 +
2∆, · · · , 2, · · · , |V|}, where ∆ ∈ [0, 1) is the minimum space
between two adjacent virtual viewpoints. We consider that
u ∈ U identifies any either virtual viewpoint or camera
view that can be displayed during the navigation. Any virtual
viewpoint u can be rendered using a pair of left and right
reference view vL and vR, vL < u < vR and vL, vR ∈ V , via
a DIBR technique [4].

For each navigation segment, the client sends a downloading
request to the server. The index n ∈ N represents the video
segment displayed by the client, while n + ` is the video
segment to be downloaded. There is therefore a mismatch
between the downloading and displaying time, which is equal
to T = `τ seconds. Assuming that the last view displayed in
n is denoted by u ∈ U , and that ρ is the maximum speed
(in views/sec) at which a user can navigate to adjacent views,
w(u) = [u − ρT, u + ρT ] = [UL(u), UR(u)] is the range of
viewpoints that can potentially be displayed by the user in
n + `. We call this range the navigation window. In order to
guarantee a zero-delay view-switching, the adaptation logic at
the client has to select the best set of representations such that

1For the sake of clarity, we formulate here the same L for all videos, but
our work can be easily extended to the case of unequal set of representations
for different videos, as shown in Section VI.B.
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Fig. 1. Example of representation set available at the server (L);
representation set downloaded by one final user (Ld) based on the navigation
window, network bandwidth and buffer status, with the associated distortion
experienced while navigating the scene ; and the best representation set (L∗d)
that minimizes the navigation distortion.

any viewpoint in the navigation window can be reconstructed
on time at the client until the next downloading request.

B. Navigation Distortion

We now evaluate the distortion experienced by a user
downloading the set of representations Ld ⊆ L, while
navigating in the window w, see part B in Fig. 1. For the sake
of simplicity, in the following we do not explicitly indicate the
dependency of w on the current viewpoint u. Each viewpoint
u in the navigation window will be displayed at the distortion
du(vi, ri, vj , rj), where vi, vj are the left and right reference
views respectively, and ri, rj are the corresponding encoding
bitrates with (vi, ri), (vj , rj) ∈ Ld. This means that a user,
given Ld, navigates in the window w at the distortion

D(Ld, w) =
1

Nu

∑
(vi,vj)∈Ld

vi<vj

∑
u∈w

u∈[vi,vj ]

du(vi, ri, vj , rj) (2)

where Nu is the number of views in the navigation window.
Recall that consecutive camera views vi and vj in Ld are used
as a pair of anchor views for all virtual viewpoints between
them [32].

C. Optimization Problem Formulation
We can now formulate a navigation-aware optimization

problem for MV adaptive streaming.Given the representation
set L available at the server, the navigation window of interest
w for the user and the network bandwidth constraint C
between the server and the user, the objective of our adaptation
logic is then to optimize the set of representations L∗d to be
downloaded at the client, such that the navigation distortion
experienced by the user is minimized, as shown in part C in
Fig. 1. More formally, a particular client searches for

L∗d : arg min
Ld⊆L

D(Ld, w) (3a)

s.t.
∑

∀i:(vi,ri)∈Ld

ri ≤ C (3b)

The optimal MV representations selection problem in Eq.
(3) is NP-hard. This can be proven by noting that the reduced
case of |R| = 1 is shown as a camera view selection problem.
This special problem can be formulated as a set cover (SC)
problem [32], which is a NP-hard. Optimizing jointly camera
view subsets and encoding bitrates is no easier than solving
the SC problem, thereby the problem in Eq. (3) is also NP-
hard in general cases. In the following, we propose a tractable
method solving Eq. (3).

IV. OPTIMAL REPRESENTATION SELECTION

To efficiently solve the optimization problem in Eq. (3), we
propose an optimal solving method based on a DP algorithm
with polynomial computational time complexity. Then, we
provide a suboptimal greedy algorithm with effective perfor-
mance to reduce even further the computational complexity.

A. DP-based Optimization Algorithm
Given a representation (v, r) ∈ Ld and w = [UL, UR],

we define the aggregate distortion Φ(v, r, c) as the minimum
distortion experienced between max{UL, v} and UR, when a
remaining bitrate budget c is available for additional reference
views. Then, we can write the following iterative property:

Φ(v, r, c)

= min
(vi,ri),vi>v

{
vi−∆∑

u=max{UL,v}
du(v, r, vi, ri) + Φ(vi, ri, c− ri)

}
(4)
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Fig. 3. The recursion property in the DP solution

The equation (4) states that, when one of the optimal repre-
sentations (vi, ri) is selected for download between [v, UR],
the range of views [v, UR] is decomposed into two ranges
[v, vi) and [vi, UR]. All viewpoints in the first range will be
synthesized by the pair of camera views v and vi. In the
second range [vi, UR], other camera views can be selected for
downloading with a total bitrate budget of c− ri as depicted
in Fig. 3.

Evaluating

min
{vL≤UL,rL}

Φ(vL, rL, C − rL) (5)

leads to the solution of the problem in Eq. (3) under the
assumptions that i) only one encoding bitrate is selected in
Ld for each camera view, ii) the most left camera view in Ld

is such that vL ≤ UL. These conditions are satisfied for most
common 3D sequences [32]. Due to the recursion shown in
Eq. (4), Eq. (5) can be evaluated by DP.

We can deduce the computational complexity of our solution
in Eq. (4) from a bound on the size of DP table and the
cost in computing each table entry. For the sake of clarity
in the notation, let the number of selected reference views
and the number of views covered in the navigation window
be Nv = |Ld| and Nu = (UR−UL)/∆ + 1, respectively. The
size of the DP table Φ is no larger than Nv×Nc×|R|, where
Nc is the number of channel bandwidth values that can be
experienced during the optimization. For each entry in the DP
table, we need to consider at most (Nv−1)×|R|+1 candidate
camera views, and for each of them, we need to evaluate the
distortion to compare. Hence the complexity in computing
each entry over all navigation views is O((Nv−1)|R|+1)Nu).
Generally, the overall computation complexity of our proposed
DP algorithm in Eq. (4) is O(NvNc|R|((Nv−1)|R|+1)Nu),
which can be approximated by O(NuNcN

2
v |R|2). Although

the DP-based algorithm can achieve the optimal solution
within a polynomial computational complexity, it still incurs
a long execution time when the problem scale becomes large
(e.g., the number of variables in V and R is large). Thus, a
suboptimal solution with relatively low optimality tolerance is
required in practical large scale problems.

B. Suboptimal Algorithm

To efficiently solve the problem in Eq. (3) with lower com-
putational complexity, we develop a suboptimal solution with
effective performance. In particular, we propose an iterative
algorithm, in which representations are iteratively added to
the set of representations to be downloaded. The complete
algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.

At each downloading opportunity, given the navigation
window w = [UL, UR], the representation set at the server L,

Algorithm 1 Suboptimal Algorithm
At the beginning of each downloading opportunity:
Given w = [UL, UR], L and C, iteratively search for the
best set L(s)

d = {(V(s),R(s))}, with the best camera view
subset V(s) and encoding bitrate subset R(s). Finally, the
best subset L∗d achieving the minimum distortion of the
objective function in Eq. (3) is obtained.
• Initiation:

Set V(0) = {vL, vR} with vL ≤ UL, vR ≥ UR.
• 1st Step:

Given V(1) = V(0), and s = 1, find

R(1) = {rL, rR} : arg min
Ld⊆L

D(1)(Ld, w) (6a)

with rL + rR ≤ C (6b)

• Search Iteration: (s = 2, 3, ...)
1) Given V(s−1), find the least correlated view with each

pair of consecutive camera views in their interval, which
altogether constructs the camera views subset V(s).

2) Given V(s) and R(s−1), find the best and equal bitrate
r(s) for all newly added camera views such that

R(s) = R̂(s−1) ∪ {r(s), · · · , r(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|V(s)|−|V(s−1)|

} : arg min
Ld⊆L

D(s)(Ld, w)

(7a)

with R̂(s−1) ≤ R(s−1)− ∆r
(s)

|V(s−1)|
(7b)

∆r
(s) = (|V(s)| − |V(s−1)|) · r(s)+

∑
∀i:ri∈R(s−1)

ri − C.

(7c)

• Update and Termination in each Search Iteration:
1) If D(s) < D(s−1), set s = s + 1 and proceed to

the next search iteration; otherwise, stop the iteration and
output L∗d = L(s−1)

d .
2) If V(s) = V , stop the iteration and output L∗d = L(s)

d .

and the downloading bandwidth constraint C, a client seeks
the best subset of representations to download by following
a suboptimal greedy procedure. Let denote by V(s), R(s) and
L(s)
d respectively the camera set, the encoding bitrate set and

the representation set selected at iteration s of the search al-
gorithm, with L(s)

d = {(V(s),R(s))}. Starting from the lateral
views vL and vR composing the best camera view subset V(1),
at step s = 1, the corresponding best encoding bitrates rL
and rR that minimize the navigation distortion D(1)(Ld, w)
are selected by solving Eq. (6). Then, we iteratively add one
camera view within each pair of anchor views. In more details,
at each iteration step s > 1, given the best camera subset of
the previous step V(s−1), the least correlated view between
each pair of previously selected consecutive camera views is
selected from L. The corresponding intermediate views are
added to the previously selected views to form V(s). For
example, at step s = 2, the view vm (vL < vm < vR)
having the least correlation with vL and vR is added into V(1)
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TABLE II
THE “AD-HOC SET” AVAILABLE AT THE SERVER

L1 L2
Camera View ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 3 5 7 10
Encoding Bitrate 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 2 3 0.1 0.3 1 3 6 10 15(Mbps) 4 6 8 10 12 15 18 20

to compose V(2) = {vL, vm, vR}. After finding the camera
view subset V(s), we search the best encoding bitrate r(s) for
all newly added views based on the encoding bitrate subset
R(s−1) according to Eqs. (7a)-(7c), such that the navigation
distortion D(s)(Ld, w) is minimized. In particular, we denote
by |V(s)| the number of camera views selected at iteration s.
Therefore, |V(s)| − |V(s−1)| represents the number of newly
added camera views at step s, and the corresponding increased
bitrate is (|V(s)| − |V(s−1)|) · r(s). On the basis of the overall
bitrate

∑
∀i:ri∈R(s−1) ri at the previous step s−1, the excessive

value ∆r
(s) over the bandwidth constraint C is calculated by

Eq. (7c). Then, we average it over |V(s−1)| and reduce each
element in R(s−1) by this mean value, such that the encoding
bitrate set for the camera views in V(s−1) is updated as R̂(s−1)

as depicted in Eq. (7b). In such a way, the best coding subset
R(s) is finally obtained by inserting the |V(s)| − |V(s−1)|
encoding bitrates r(s) for corresponding added views into set
R̂(s−1), as shown in Eq. (7a).

In summary, at each step s, we first look for the best
camera views subset V(s). Then the corresponding best bitrate
subset R(s) is optimized according to the objective function
in Eq. (3). We define L(s)

d = {(V(s),R(s))} as the optimal
representation set at step s and the resulting distortion is
D(s). This procedure is repeated iteratively until the navigation
distortion no longer reduces (D(s) > D(s−1)) or no more view
can be added (V(s) = V). Finally, the best representation set
L∗d able to minimize the navigation distortion is obtained. In
fact, to reduce the computational complexity, we allocate an
equal bitrate for all added camera views at each step, which
possibly is not the optimal bitrate. For this reason, our greedy
algorithm is necessarily suboptimal.

The computational complexity of the proposed suboptimal
algorithm is no larger than O((S + 1)|R|), where S is
the number of iterations. As the value of S increases, the
complexity of the suboptimal algorithm becomes larger but
the performance generally improves. This strictly depends on
the video content characteristics, as a video highly affected by
virtual synthesis artifacts ideally requires more iterative steps.
In addition, the value of S probably increase with the size
of the representation set and navigation window. It is worth
noting that, even in the worst case, the number of iterations S
is upper bounded by only d(UR−UL)/2∆e+1. This therefore
indicates a substantial complexity reduction compared to the
DP-based optimization algorithm in Section IV.A. As we will
show in the simulation results in Section VI, this algorithm
yet offers good performance in practice.

V. ADAPTIVE STREAMING FRAMEWORK

A. Simulated Settings

Our simulations are carried out with three multiview video
sequences at 1080p resolution, namely “Dancer” [33], “Shark”

[34], and “Hall” [35]. The sequences are highly heterogenous
in terms of coding and view synthesis efficiency, and are
thus representative of various video categories. For example,
“Dancer” is a very dynamic sequence highly affected by
coding artifacts, while “Hall” is a quite static scene but
with a 3D geometry that makes virtual view synthesis highly
challenging. For each video sequence, we consider two types
of representation sets that can be stored at the server, defined
as “Ad-hoc Set” and “Optimized Set”. In particular, for the
“Ad-hoc Set”, we assume two sets of representations, namely
L1 and L2 provided in Table II, with L1 being a larger set
(i.e., more representations per video) than L2 and having
therefore a greater search space. For the “Optimized Set”,
the representation set is optimized a priori at the server given
storage constraints and clients population as in [21]. The solver
IBM ILOG CPLEX [36] is used to obtain the optimal solution,
with unequal optimized sets being stored for different videos.

The navigation scenarios considered in our simulations are
characterized by static or dynamic navigation. The former
means that the navigation window is constant over the en-
tire streaming session, while the latter considers a dynamic
behavior of navigation windows. In this case, the navigation
path evolves over time following a dynamic navigation model
in [37] with the minimum space between two adjacent views
∆ = 0.1. More specifically, we simulate i) a uniform naviga-
tion, where the user has the same probability of remaining the
current view, or switching to the left or right view, and ii) a
non-uniform navigation, where the user has a probability pn
of remaining the current view and (1− pn)/2 of switching to
the left or right view.

We finally consider the dynamic network bandwidth, which
varies over time following either a Markovian model [38],
[39] or a channel prediction model. The bandwidth set is
{0.6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10}(Mbps) in the former. We set the
Markov transition matrix that allows transitions to adjacent
states with probability 2pc/3 and two-state jumps with proba-
bility pc/3. In the latter, we consider a two-stage exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) predictor [40]. Based
on the channel information of previous video segments, the
drift ∆Ĉ(n) and absolute value Ĉ ′(n) of bandwidth for the
current segment n are estimated separately by Eqs. (8)-(10) in
Algorithm 2. Then, the final estimation of the bandwidth Ĉ(n)
is obtained by combining two estimated values as shown in
Eq. (11). In particular, C̃(n) is the realistic TCP throughput,
which can be calculated by C̃(n) =

∑
i ri(n) ·τ/T̃ (n), where

T̃ (n) is the duration for downloading the sum of bitrate ri(n)
for the video segment n.

We categorize the simulated scenarios based on the interac-
tivity level of the user as follow:
• “Low-interactivity Scenario”: users have a static naviga-

tion window, e.g., w = [5.5, 6.5] or w = [1.5, 9.5], but
experience the dynamic network bandwidth. It allows us
to explicitly compare the difference of optimal represen-
tation sets for each video sequence selected by different
algorithms.

• “High-interactivity Scenario”: users have dynamic expe-
riences in terms of both navigation paths and channel
bandwidth. This scenario aims to analyze the influence of
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different interactivity levels in the representation selection
optimization.

In both scenarios, for each realization of the channel and
user navigation path, the adaptation logic is run at each
downloading opportunity by the client.

We consider both of above scenarios in theoretical and in
more realistic settings. Simulation in theory aims to definitely
analyze the crucial strategy that differentiates our optimization
from the baseline ones in a stationary regime. We then also
evaluate the utility that our adaptation logic offers in realistic
scenarios, which incorporate realistic network statistics, buffer
levels and the server-side optimization.
• In theoretical settings: we test the proposed adapta-

tion logic with the “Ad-hoc Set”. |N | = 50 video
segments (50τ seconds) are considered for each video
sequence. Dynamic bandwidth varies over time follow-
ing the Markovian model. We assume infinite playback
buffers and exact channel estimation.

• In realistic settings: both “Ad-hoc Set” and “Optimized
Set” are simulated. We consider the datasets from Neubot
data received by the Measurement Lab [41] as the realistic
channel traces in our simulation. To this end, the channel
prediction model is employed to estimate the network
bandwidth. Algorithm 2 shows the adaptation logic in this
realistic setting. At the beginning of each downloading
opportunity n, the available bandwidth is first estimated
using the two-stage EWMA predictor. Then, the buffer
is taken into account in deciding when to schedule the
next downloading time from Eq. (12). In particular, T̂ (n)
is the target inter-request time. B0 is the buffer reference
level, towards which the buffer level attempts to converge
to (we set as 20s), see [42] in details. Finally, given the
estimated bandwidth, we can proceed to optimize Eq. (3).

Algorithm 2 Adaptation Logic in more realistic settings
At the beginning of each downloading opportunity n:
• Estimate the bandwidth Ĉ(n) by solving:

∆C̃(n− 1) = C̃(n− 1)− C̃(n− 2). (8)

∆Ĉ(n) = (1−αTCP )∆Ĉ(n−1)+αTCP ∆C̃(n−1). (9)

Ĉ ′(n) = (1− βTCP )Ĉ(n− 1) + βTCP C̃(n− 1). (10)

Ĉ(n) = Ĉ ′(n) + ∆Ĉ(n). (11)

• Determine the target time until the next request T̂ (n)
by:

T̂ (n) =

∑
i ri(n) · τ
Ĉ(n)

+ κ(B(n− 1)−B0). (12)

• Optimize Eq. (3) given Ĉ(n).

B. Synthesis Distortion Metrics
To evaluate the navigation distortion D(Ld, w) given by

Eq. (2), we adopt the synthesis distortion model from [21],

TABLE III
FITTING PARAMETERS FOR INDEPENDENT CODING IN EQ. (14)

Video a b e
Shark 1 745.90 1192.10

Dancer 0.98 282.17 469.13
Hall 0.98 129.89 544.39

provided in the following:

du(vi, ri, vj , rj) = αDmin+(1−α)βDmax+[1−α−(1−α)β]DI

(13)
where Dmin = min{D(vi), D(vj)}, Dmax =
max{D(vi), D(vj)}, DI is the inpainted distortion,
and D(vi), D(vj) are the distortion of left and right
reference views for the synthetic view u, respectively. Here,
α = exp(−ξ|u − vmin|), and β = exp(−ξ|u − vmax|),
with vmin = vi, vmax = vj if D(vi) ≤ D(vj), otherwise,
vmin = vj , vmax = vi if D(vi) > D(vj). The parameters ξ
and DI can be evaluated by curve fitting. Similarly, we set the
inpainting distortion to DI = 0.35, and ξ = {0.35, 0.52, 1.32}
for “Dancer” (“sport-action” video), “Shark” (“cartoon”
video), and “Hall” (“movie” video), respectively.

Finally, the distortion of the coded camera view vi encoded
at bitrate ri follows the model

D(vi) = 1− (a− b

ri + e
) (14)

where a, b and e are parameters that depend on both the
content characteristics and the resolution of the video, as
shown in Table III. These are set to fit experimental (1−VQM)
data points, where VQM is an objective Video Quality Metric
[21]. Note that a visually pleasant video usually has a VQM
distortion below 0.2 and a reduction in VQM of 0.1 is a
significant quality improvement as shown in [43].

C. Baseline Algorithms

Our proposed algorithm is compared to three adaptation
logics proposed in the literature, namely, in [29] labeled as
“view adaptation”, in [8] labeled as “rate adaptation” and an
algorithm extrapolated by [8] labeled as “2views-based rate
adaptation”. The “view adaptation” method encodes represen-
tations with the 3D-HEVC format and then selects the best
subset of camera views under a total channel constraint. This
method is efficient in the coding process (due to the joint
coding), but it imposes the equal encoding bitrate for all se-
lected camera views. Moreover, each subset of jointly encoded
representations (provided by the server) targets to cover the
entire set of camera views, whereas the navigation window in
our case changes over time and is not forced to cover the entire
set. Therefore, this adaptation cannot be directly implemented
and extended to our case. To this end, we propose a similar
version. We subdivide the entire camera set into segments
by two-camera size, i.e., each segment includes two camera
views. Cameras in the segments are jointly encoded at different
total bitrate values using constant bit rate (CBR), where all
views in each segment have an equal bitrate following the
presentation sets in Table II. The fitting parameters in Eq. (14)
for joint coding process are shown in Table IV. Then at each
downloading opportunity, the best subset of segments covering
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TABLE IV
FITTING PARAMETERS FOR JOINT CODING IN EQ. (14)

L1 L2
Video a b e a b e
Shark 1 544.78 891.90 1 614.70 1073.1

Dancer 0.99 301.47 662.24 0.98 263.23 498.45
Hall 0.99 160.01 843.10 0.99 147.30 633.67

the navigation window are requested. In the “rate adaptation”
algorithm, a two-step algorithm is used. In the first step, the
set of camera views is selected, where only a pair of views are
downloaded. A third camera view is also prefetched eventually
in case we predict that the navigation will go outside the
range covered by the first two views. In the second step,
the bitrate per camera view is optimized. We assume that all
viewpoints in the navigation window that cannot be covered
by the two or three downloaded cameras are synthesized
using only one of lateral views [44], i.e., Dmax = 0 in
Eq. (13). Furthermore, we extend this algorithm to the case
of navigation window and label the resulting method as the
“2views-based rate adaptation”. This means that we first select
lateral views that better cover the navigation window for one
video segment, then the corresponding encoding bitrates are
optimized to minimize the navigation distortion subject to the
channel constraints.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now study the performance of our proposed solutions
in the scenarios presented in Section V.A, and evaluate their
performance in terms of VQM distortion metric [21].

A. Results in theoretical settings

We first compare the proposed adaptation logic with the
baseline methods in the case of “Low-interactivity Scenario”.
This particular scenario is the most favorable one for the
competitor algorithms, which do not fully take into account
interactivity in their optimization. In Fig. 4, the expected
distortion as a function of the available bandwidth is provided
for navigation window (a) w = [5.5, 6.5] and (b) w = [1.5, 9.5]
when the representation set L1 is available at the server.
Simulation results are provided for our optimal algorithm
(solid lines) as well as competitor algorithms, i.e., “view
adaptation” (dotted lines) and “2views-based rate adaptation”
(broken lines). It can be observed that, even in this particu-
larly static scenario, the proposed optimal algorithm always
outperforms the baseline ones for any channel constraint with
a gain up to 0.13 with respect to “view adaptation” algorithm
for “Shark” and a gain up to 0.1 with respect to “2views-
based rate adaptation” for “Hall” at w = [5.5, 6.5]. While
for w = [1.5, 9.5], it has a gain up to 0.06 and 0.18, respec-
tively. This is because our method is able to find the right
tradeoff between coding and synthesis artifacts. Note that at
w = [1.5, 9.5], when the available bandwidth is low (e.g., less
than 4Mbps), the “view adaptation” outperforms the proposed
one for “Hall”. The reason is that, at low bandwidth, most
of the representations have the same (low) encoding bitrate.
Therefore, the “view adaptation” method, which imposes equal
bitrate across views, does not largely penalize the performance.
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Fig. 4. Distortion comparison of a client having navigation window (a)
w = [5.5, 6.5] and (b) w = [1.5, 9.5] vs. bandwidth capacities using L1 in
the case of “Low-interactivity Scenario”. Solid lines show the performance
of our optimal algorithm, while dotted lines, broken lines and dotted plus
broken lines show the performance of “view adaptation”, “2views-based rate
adaptation” and our suboptimal algorithm, respectively.

It actually gains in terms of coding efficiency due to the
joint encoding. However, as the bandwidth increases, the
joint coding algorithm with the equal bitrate among views
cannot offer a better usage of the bandwidth, and then our
optimal method with adaptive bitrates achieves a better quality.
Furthermore, this “view adaptation” algorithm is not efficient
neither in the case of w = [5.5, 6.5]. Because it has to
simultaneously select the camera view 8 when selecting view 7
into the optimal representation set, due to the joint encoding
between them, but view 8 actually is of no help. Therefore
this approach does not provide much flexibility in terms of
both rate adaptation and view adaptation. Similar results are
obtained with other metrics, please refer to Appendix A for
the quality comparison in terms of PSNR. Then for the details
in terms of SSIM, please refer to Appendix A in [45].

To better understand this tradeoff, in Fig. 5 we provide the
optimal representation sets for each video sequence selected
by different algorithms, when the channel constraint is set to
C =10Mbps. Each point along the curves is an additional
representation whose camera view index is indicated in the
x-axis and its encoding bitrate is indicated in the y-axis. For
the “Dancer” sequence, the proposed optimization selects five
views at medium-high bitrates to cover the navigation window,
while a larger number of views at lower bitrates are selected
for the “Hall” sequence. This is due to the fact that “Dancer”
is highly affected by coding artifacts (due to the high-motion
content) and not drastically by the synthesis artifacts (due to
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Fig. 5. Comparison of selected optimal representation sets with navigation
window w = [1.5, 9.5] at C =10Mbps using L1.

a simple scene geometry). On the contrary, “Hall” has the
largest dissimilarity among adjacent camera views, making the
synthesis process highly challenging. Therefore, many camera
views are selected in such a way that virtual viewpoints are
always synthesized by close-by anchor views. To meet the
channel constraints, the camera views downloaded for “Hall”
are the ones encoded at lower bitrate. Therefore, the joint
optimization of both camera views and encoding bitrates leads
to an unequal allocation of the 10Mbps available per sequence,
based on the content characteristics. This unequal allocation is
exactly what differentiate our strategy from the baseline ones.
The “view adaptation” method is limited to the same bitrate
for all the views and most of the time selects many views
but at low encoding bitrate. This might be convenient for the
“Hall” sequence but not for the other ones. On the contrary,
the “2views-based rate adaptation” leads to a limited number
of downloaded views but at high encoding bitrate. This can
be suitable to optimal camera selection for “Dancer” but not
for the “Hall” sequence.

We now consider more interactive scenarios, i.e., “High-
interactivity Scenario”, where users navigate within the 3D
scene. This leads to a variation of the navigation window
over time. We simulate three types of navigation paths: (1)
a uniform navigation with view 2.4 as first viewpoint; (2) a
non-uniform navigation with pn = 0.3 and view 2.4 as starting
point; (3) a non-uniform navigation with pn = 0.6 and view
5.1 as initial view. It means that the third one is in favor
of the bigger window, since the initial view is close to the
center of camera sets stored at the server in Table II. To better
understand the effect of dynamic paths on quality variations,
we first depict the distortion experienced over time for a
bandwidth constraint realization. This dynamic bandwidth is
randomly generated by the channel model with pc = 0.5 and
indicated in the right y-axis of Fig. 6. For each video segment
downloaded progressively, the experienced distortion for the
navigation window of interest is provided in the left y-axis
of Fig. 6 for the “Hall” video sequence and with L1 as the
set of representations available at the server. As expected, the
greater the available bandwidth the lower the distortion. Most
importantly, despite the low channel bandwidth values, our
adaptation logic outperforms the baseline ones since it is able
to adapt its requests to the interactivity of the users. Gains
up to 0.05, 0.08 and 0.19 are achieved in the second non-
uniform navigation case with respect to “view adaptation”,

“rate adaptation” and “2views-based rate adaptation” logic,
respectively. Note that, there is a sudden quality degradation
in “rate adaptation” algorithm in the case of highly active
users, due to the synthesis using only one of references for
the navigation viewpoint out of the covered range.

To conclude, we test our proposed adaptation logic for
different “Ad-hoc Set” stored at the server as well as d-
ifferent video sequences. Dynamic channels are considered
with pc = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}. We average the distortion
over 10000 realizations (100 navigation runs × 100 channel
runs) to get statistically meaningful results. For the sake of
clarity, we only provide the results of a navigation case per
sequence in Fig. 7, where the above and below ones are for
L1 and L2 respectively. In both scenarios, the performance of
the proposed adaptation algorithm substantially outperforms
that of all comparative algorithms for all categories of clients.
The distortion becomes larger in the case of a more limited
representation set (see the below ones). This is expected since
the small set L2 reduces the search space in the optimization
as well as the room for finding optimal solutions. However,
when using L1, the overall mean VQM distortion reduction
that we achieve is up to 0.06 with respect to the “view
adaptation” algorithm for “Shark”, 0.03 and 0.13 with respect
to the “rate adaptation” and “2views-based rate adaptation”
logic for “Hall”, respectively. Meanwhile, we can also achieve
the distortion reduction up to 0.1, 0.04 and 0.14 respectively
using L2. We recall that a distortion reduction of 0.1 in terms
of VQM points is considered to be a significant improvement.

B. Results in realistic settings

To evaluate the performance of the proposed suboptimal
algorithm, we first provide the resulting distortion in the
case of “Low-interactivity Scenario” in Fig. 4. It can be
observed that, our suboptimal algorithm (dotted plus broken
lines) can achieve a very close performance with respect to
the optimal algorithm and outperforms the baseline ones in
both navigation window cases. Except for “Hall” at bigger
window w = [1.5, 9.5], the “view adaptation” method shows
better performance when the bandwidth constraint is strict (e.g.
smaller than 6Mbps). We recall the fact that joint coding is
more efficient for “Hall” having highly challenging synthesis
process in low-bandwidth case, as the search space as well as
the room for finding optimal solutions is extremely limited.

We now pick realistic network statistics from Neubot data
as a specific channel trace in Fig. 8 to better show the
temporal evolution of the users satisfaction. The two-step
EWMA predictor is used to estimate the available bandwidth
at the beginning of each downloading opportunity, and we
show its performance of prediction in Fig. 8. In Fig. 9, we
compare the simulated VQM distortion over time using L1
in the second case of the non-uniform navigation model. It
is again verified that, for three sequences, our optimal logic
substantially outperforms all baselines and achieves the best
navigation quality over time. In particular, for “Dancer”, gains
up to 0.04, 0.07 and 0.07 in terms of average distortion
over time are achieved with respect to “view adaptation”,
“rate adaptation” and “2views-based rate adaptation” logic,
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Fig. 6. Distortion comparison over time with a specific channel realization using L1 for “Hall” in the case of “High-interactivity Scenario”.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of average distortion over time for the “High-interactivity Scenario”. (a) and (d) Dancer in the case of uniform, (b) and (e) Shark in the
case of non-uniform with pn = 0.3, as well as (c) and (f) Hall in the case of non-uniform with pn = 0.6.

respectively. At the same time, the proposed suboptimal al-
gorithm outperforms three competitor algorithms in general
with gains up to 0.02, 0.05 and 0.06 for “Dancer”. For
“Hall”, We notice that the “view adaptation” method with
joint coding offers the less distortion in few temporal instants
characterized by low estimated bandwidth (e.g., from 20s
to 40s). However, a growing loss at the quality level is
experienced when the bandwidth increases. Compared to the
“rate adaptation” and “2views-based rate adaptation” logic,
the suboptimal algorithm can still yield the gains up to
0.11 and 0.15, respectively. This is because our suboptimal
solution carefully considers both coding and view synthesis
artifacts. In Appendix A, we show that our video player
maintains reasonable buffer occupancy without risking a buffer
underflow and overflow. Both the visual results and distortion
comparison by taking into account the quality fluctuations are
further provided to better show the performance in [45].

To overall gain insight into the difference among the algo-
rithms, we provide the results in terms of average VQM distor-
tion for different “Ad-hoc Set” under five channel traces. Each
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Fig. 8. The realistic bandwidth over time in a specific channel trace and
predicted bandwidth by the two-step EWMA.

simulation for a navigation model is averaged over 100 runs
under a channel trace. The results are shown in Fig.10, where
the above and below ones are respectively for L1 and L2.
Compared to all comparative algorithms, the proposed optimal
solution again achieves substantial gains for all categories of
clients in both scenarios. When using L1, the overall mean
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Fig. 9. Distortion comparison over time in the case of non-uniform navigation model with pn = 0.6 and a specific channel trace in Fig. 8 using L1 for the
“High-interactivity Scenario”.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of average distortion over time for the “High-interactivity Scenario”. (a) and (d) Dancer in the case of uniform, (b) and (e) Shark in
the case of non-uniform with pn = 0.3, as well as (c) and (f) Hall in the case of non-uniform with pn = 0.6.

distortion reduction that we achieve is up to 0.07 compared
with the “view adaptation” method for “Shark”, 0.11 and 0.19
for “Hall” with respect to the “rate adaptation” and “2views-
based rate adaptation” logic, respectively. Meanwhile, we can
also achieve the distortion reduction of up to 0.08, 0.08 and
0.14 respectively using L2. Most importantly, we observe that
the performance of our suboptimal algorithm is very close to
the optimal performance. It generally outperforms all baseline
algorithms in all cases except at very low bandwidth. The
distortion reduction is up to 0.06, 0.10 and 0.18 respectively
when using L1. There is a more limited gain obtained by
using L2 with more constrained representations. However, we
can also achieve gains up to 0.06, 0.08 and 0.13 respectively.
Similarly, the benefits of our suboptimal solution are limited
for “Hall” when compared to the joint coding adaptation
logic for both sets. Note also that the first channel trace (i.e.,
the average bandwidth constraint is 3.752Mbps) using L2 is
an extremely challenging scenario, where limited encoding
bitrates are provided in the selection. For this reason, our
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Fig. 11. Distortion comparison of different algorithms based on the
“Optimized Set” for the “Low-interactivity Scenario” with w = [1.5, 9.5].
Solid lines show the performance of our optimal algorithm, while dotted lines,
broken lines show the performance of the suboptimal adaptation and “2views-
based rate adaptation”logic, respectively.

suboptimal logic has the similar mean VQM with respect to
the “rate adaptation” scheme for “Dancer” and “Shark”, which
are highly affected by coding artifacts.
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After illustrating the gains captured by our adaptation
logic in terms of the “Ad-hoc Set”, we now provide results
in the case of the representation set optimized a priori at
the server, i.e., the “Optimized Set”. We first consider the
“Low-interactivity Scenario”, with navigation window w =
[1.5, 9.5], five channel traces in Fig. 10 being considered,
and the storage constraint of the server per video being
18Mbps. The representation optimization for this scenario is
then performed at the server side and described in Appendix
D in [45]. Given the diverse “Optimized Set” for different
videos, where unequal encoding bitrates are allocated for
different views as well, we compare the performance of
different adaptation logics. The average VQM distortion for
users experiencing different channel traces is shown in Fig. 11.
It can be seen that, both the proposed optimal and suboptimal
algorithm significantly outperform the baseline for any channel
constraint with gains up to 0.2 and 0.19 for “Hall” respectively.

We now consider the “High-interactivity Scenario”. The
representations are first optimized at the server with dy-
namic navigation windows following the model in [21].
The storage constraint per video is 18Mbps as well.
For the details, please refer to Appendix D in [45]. At the
client side, based on the “Optimized Set” of this scenario,
5 types of users having variable navigation windows and
different channel traces are considered for each video and
navigation model. For each type of user, 100 users are simu-
lated and averaged to obtain the mean VQM distortion. The
distortion comparison of different algorithms in one navigation
case per sequence is depicted in Fig. 12. It can be shown
that, both the proposed optimal and suboptimal algorithm
substantially outperform two comparative algorithms for all
categories of clients. Note that, “Dancer” and “Shark” have
large VQM distortion in “rate adaptation” method (pink bar).
This is because these two sequences highly suffer from coding
artifacts, resulting in a limited number of views but at higher
encoding bitrates stored in the “Optimized Set” via the server-
side optimization. Given the bandwidth constraints, the “rate
adaptation” method thus probably would not find the proper bi-
trates for the selected cameras (two or three and not be forced
to cover the navigation window). In this case, no representation
can be downloaded for the current video segment. To fairly
compare with the other logics without this rebuffering event,
we define the distortion to be 1 for this segment.

Finally, in order to observe the difference of the proposed
optimal algorithm in the cases of the “Ad-hoc Set” and the
“Optimized Set” at the server side, we define L3 under the
same storage constraint per video of 18Mbps. The camera
view set is {1, 3, 5, 7, 10} and the encoding bitrate set per
view is {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 2.7}(Mbps). The results of both cases
for the “High-interactivity Scenario” are shown in Fig. 13.
As expected, the case of the user having the “Optimized
Set” achieves substantial improvements compared to the case
having L3. It is worth noting that, since the same bitrate set
are allocated for all the views in the “Ad-hoc Set”, there is
a limitation for the maximum of overall bitrate that can be
selected (e.g., only 13.5Mbps in L3 when selecting 5 views
at 2.7Mbps). Thus, as the bandwidth constraint is increased,
the case having the “Optimized Set” obtains larger benefits.

Overall, a better quality is achieved by our adaptation logic
when the representation set is optimized at the server. This
is because the right tradeoff between coding and synthesis
artifacts is found at both the server and client sides in our
designing architecture.

In summary, the above results under very different simulated
settings have shown that the navigation distortion can be
reduced for clients in interactive MV systems when the optimal
representation set is selected following our joint optimization
logic. This shows the importance of taking into account
the content characteristics, bandwidth constraints, the users
interactivity and representation sets available at the server
when determining the content to be downloaded by the client.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has studied a navigation-aware adaptation logic
optimization problem for interactive free viewpoint video
systems that is able to minimize both the navigation distortion
and the view-switching delay. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to provide a formal optimization of HAS-
client controller for adaptive MV streaming that jointly selects
the best anchor views subsets and the corresponding encoding
bitrates. Based on this optimization problem, we provide an
optimal solution based on DP algorithm with polynomial
time complexity, and an approximate algorithm with effective
performance to further reduce computational complexity in
practice. Our algorithm properly takes into account both video
content characteristics and user interactivity level, and outper-
forms competitor algorithms under very diverse scenarios. We
show that it is necessary to find the proper tradeoff between
view quality and number of reference views in constrained-
resource networks. Our future work will study the online
adaptation strategy for HAS-client adaptive MV streaming,
which learns online the temporal system evolution, such as
dynamics of networks and navigation.

APPENDIX A
QUALITY COMPARISON IN TERMS OF PSNR

We provide here complementary results to the Section VI.A.
To further evaluate the performance, in Fig. 14, we offer
the quality comparison in terms of PSNR for the scenarios
used in Fig. 4 (a). It can be observed that, similarly, both
of the proposed optimal and suboptimal algorithms always
outperform the baseline ones. Gains up to 3.98 dB and 1.8 dB
are achieved by the proposed optimal algorithm with respect
to “view adaptation” algorithm for “Shark” and with respect
to “2views-based rate adaptation” for “Hall”, respectively.
Moreover, our suboptimal algorithm can obtain gains up to
3.37 dB and 1.78 dB, respectively. It is shown again the
necessary by jointly optimizing the set of camera views and
their encoding bitrates for MV adaptive streaming.

APPENDIX B
COMPARISON OF BUFFER OCCUPANCY

We provide here complementary results to the Section VI.B
and look at the buffer occupancy at the client. To better
understand the behavior of the realistic system, we depict the
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Fig. 12. Distortion comparison of different algorithms based on the “Optimized Set” for the “High-interactivity Scenario”. (a) Dancer in the case of uniform,
(b) Shark in the case of non-uniform with pn = 0.3, and (c) Hall in the case of non-uniform with pn = 0.6.
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Fig. 13. Distortion comparison of proposed optimal algorithm using the “Optimized Set” or L3 in the case of “High-interactivity Scenario” with the
non-uniform navigation with pn = 0.6 and a specific channel trace in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 14. Quality comparison in terms of PSNR in the case of a client having navigation window w = [5.5, 6.5] using L1 for “Low-interactivity Scenario”.
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Fig. 15. Buffer comparison over time in the case of non-uniform navigation model with pn = 0.6 and a specific channel trace in Fig. 8 using L1 for the
“High-interactivity Scenario”.
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playout buffer sizes over time of all algorithms in the case
of non-uniform navigation model with pn = 0.6 in Fig. 15.
We can note that our video player tries to maintain seamless
playback over time without the occurrence of rebuffering
events. This is because having the channel bandwidth as a
constraint and an adaptation logic in realistic scenarios can
effectively prevent the re-buffering in general, which is caused
by downloading more than what the channel capacity can
afford.
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